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Abstract 
This diploma thesis is dealing the documenting, designing and improving of 
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1. Introduction 
Today’s world can be described by a few simple terms. Everything is quick, fast 
and companies are constantly trying to increase their profits by selling their products 
faster, in bigger volume and with as less cost as possible. To lower the selling costs the 
companies need to do their all production processes cheaper. This also means to get rid 
of all redundant or too difficult work. 
There is great amount of processes taking place during the production in any 
company. One way how to make the daily processes easier, faster and cheaper is the use 
of modern informational technology and informational systems. Every big company, no 
matter what is the core of their business, posses a great amount of various data. These 
data need to be stored and accessible from databases, so the managers are able to see 
what ever data they need in any time they need.  
The modern business world got used to operate their company processes with help 
of information technologies. The modern companies are using a lot of data that are 
being stored in big databases, data warehouses and being accessible by use of 
information systems. There is a great number of information systems and it is up to each 
company, which system they will use to meet their business goals. Information systems 
are making everyday process operation easier, cheaper and faster. 
Another way how to make processes easier, faster and cheaper is EDI type of 
communication. This particular acronym is connected to both information technology 
and information systems. As obvious, there is a lot of different information system in 
the world and they pretty much don’t “speak” the same language. For that reason, the 
EDI type of communication was invented. So that the old, slow and expensive paper 
exchange of all the business transaction documents could be replaced with much faster 
and cheaper way. EDI is the answer to the question how the great amount of business 
information can be exchanged between two trading partners, who are using different 
information systems. 
13 
2. Goals 
The main goal of this thesis is to optimize the processes done EDI team at 
Concerned Subject. Within this main goal, there are also two fractional goals that need 
to be fulfilled in order to achieve the main goal. These minor goals can be divided into 
creating documentation for existing processes and improving the bottle necks within the 
current processes. 
The entire analytical part in this thesis is pretty much the way how to achieve an 
accomplishment of the first minor goal, creating the documentation. Currently, there is 
no documentation that would be describing all the EDI processes, which is making the 
performing of all necessary EDI tasks much harder and slower. All this has an effect on 
productivity, of course. 
The analytical part should also discover bottle necks in the whole process. 
Therefore, the second minor goal would be to reduce and eliminate these bottle necks 
and make all the processes more efficient. 
If both these minor goals are fulfilled, the main goal would be accomplished as 
well. If the documentation is created in the right level of details and all the known bottle 
necks are removed, the efficiency of the EDI team would be increased. 
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3. Theoretical part 
Technology of the EDI communication is a very complex system of processes that 
is putting together various sides of business. As the EDI is a way how to exchange 
business data between two information systems, it is crucial to fully understand the 
meaning and usage of information system in these days. 
 
3.1. Business processes 
The term known as business process can be described as some sort of 
transformation of inputs and generating the outputs. To manage this, there needs to be a 
set of tools making this possible. As a tool there can be used information technology, 
hardware tools and of course the people. 
1
 
 
3.1.1. Types of business processes2 
There is a bunch of processes types that are being done in business environment. 
Although, not all of them are directly linked to the profit generating, there cannot be 
said that either of these types is less important than the other. Business is working as a 
clock and each business process is a separate cogwheel, only together they can work to 
get the required results. 
 
Main – Key processes 
Main or also the Key processes are representing the “Money-making” part of 
business processes. They are literally taking care of creating the profits. By these profits 
the adding value is being generated and this is what customer is really paying for. 
 
 
                                                 
1
 ŘEPA, V. Podnikové procesy, Procesní řízení a modelování, 2006 
2
 VIDECKÁ, Z., Úvod do problematiky podnikových procesů 
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Support processes 
The supporting processes are serving to ensure the sufficient assistance and 
backup to the main processes. These processes are being used mainly internally and 
although they do not create the profits directly, they are helping the main processes to 
get their results. 
 
Secondary processes 
These processes are not connected to the main processes what so ever, however, 
they are taking care of the smooth run of the entire company. The responsibility of the 
secondary processes is to make sure that the main processes can be done with no 
interruptions. By this, even the secondary processes are helping to make the profits. 
 
3.2. Information systems 
The information system can be understood as a large database of company data 
that are accessible by user who has access privileges. Every bigger company around the 
world is using they information system for storing the company data or even to 
automatically operate their business processes. These types of information are critical to 
the company and situation, when the data are lost or even stolen, could mean a total end 
of business for this company. For that reason, the information system is a greatly 
guarded piece of software.
3
 
 
3.2.1. Types of information systems4 
There is a great amount of various information system on the market. Whether 
                                                 
3
 BÉBR, R. DOUCEK, P.  Informační systémy pro podporu manažerské práce.2005 
4
 BUSINESSVIZE.CZ, Jak se vyznat v informačních systémech, [on-line], 
http://www.businessvize.cz/informacni-systemy/jak-se-vyznat-v-informacnich-systemech-6 [2014-05-17] 
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there are counted the brands or just the types, the number of various information 
systems is really great. In this chapter, there will be briefly described the basic types of 
information systems that are being used by different types of companies 
 
ERP system 
Enterprise Resource Planning might be the main and single most important type 
of information system that can be used. Most of the times the ERP system is composed 
form number of modules, where each module is taking care of different fields and 
different data. Because of that, there are other types of systems, which are however 
connected to the ERP.  
The ERP system is usually put together form financial modules, warehouse 
modules, manufacture modules, project management modules, human resources and 
many more. Because of that, there appeared also terms like SCM – Supply Chain 
Management or CRM – Customer Relationship Management. 
 
BI 
Business Intelligence is a very powerful tool for getting the advantage in the 
business world. The BI information systems work on the principle of collecting data 
from sales and all other information systems. By various kinds of analytical calculations 
the BI is predicting the future state. It depends on the level of BI system sophistication, 
whether it allows to adding additional variations or just strictly follow the data from 
past.  
 
MIS 
The Management Information Systems might be understood as a superior system 
to the ERP. Basically, it can be said that the MIS is taking data from ERP system and 
transforming them into the way, so they can be presented to the company management.  
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CRM 
Customer Relationship Management has already been mentioned as a part of ERP 
system. The main purpose of this system is to make the communication with customers 
as easy as possible. It means that this system is putting together all the relationship 
information between company and customers and also between customers. This system 
is usually connected to the company call centre, so that every time the customer is 
contacted by company representative, a record is created in the CRM. 
 
3.2.1. Electronic documents5 
Electronic documents are necessary in business environment. Over the years, 
there has been created a whole bunch of document formats that are being used in 
business. With these documents there are of course connected some risks. The risks are 
mainly in obsolescence of these documents. And because the documents are used for 
corporate application there also need to meet the legislative requirements. 
In this chapter, there will be showed a couple of the most basic business document 
formats. 
 
PDF 
The format of PDF has been created by Adobe Systems and till these days, it is 
still being one of the most common document format. Within the PDF format, there is a 
lot of variations, which are, however, not recognizable by a normal user. Each of these 
versions has a special usage. The PDF documents are currently designated by ISO 
32000 standard. 
 
DOC \ DOCX 
The data types DOC or DOCX have been developed by company Microsoft and 
                                                 
5
 LECHNER, T., Elektronické dokumenty v právní praxi, 2013 
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currently are being described in standard ISO/IEC 29500. By the order of creation the 
DOC or DOCX format is usually the first that is created and only after that, it is 
transformed into PDF for archiving. 
 
TXT 
The TXT document format is strictly a text format, without any graphic 
adjustments. There is a lot of advantages linked to this document format. For example, 
the fact that the size is really small, because of that the TXT format is being used as a 
basis of other formats. In these days the TXT documents are not commonly used in the 
original state, but from this format, there have been other, more advanced formats 
developed. The TXT format is used to transfer the data by XML or EDI that are 
described further more in this chapter. 
 
XML 
The core of the XML document is the basis TXT format, however, the TXT file 
contains the set of special characters, called TAG (“ < > “) that are designating the XML 
data format. Unlike the PDF or DOC files, which are being read by users without any 
special tools, the XML format is designed to be imported in special kind of software 
that is translating the text from the file into a special user interface 
 
3.3. Electronic Data Interchange 
The system of EDI can be easily understood as a method of transferring the data 
from one information system to another. Most of the time, this technology is used for 
business data exchange.
6
 
EDI is more than less designed facilitate the computer-to-computer exchange of 
any business data, without an interference of humans. This way the EDI communication 
                                                 
6
 TECHTERMS.COM, EDI, [on-line], Available on: http://www.techterms.com/definition/edi 
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in many ways reduce any manual operations and decreasing the costs.
7
 
 
3.3.1. EDI development8 
EDI is most definitely one of the oldest forms of electronic business 
communication. The using of EDI principles started somewhere in between years 1960 
and 1970, even before the whole EDI definition has been declared. 
During the 1970s in many European countries there was a focus to standardized 
business activities under the international organization EAN. Many of these projects 
were taking place in Germany, Sweden, France and Great Britain, which resulted in 
various of different ways, how to transfer business data between two computers, for 
example system ODETTE for car industry or SWIFT in banking. 
In 1983 there was the standard ANSI x12 released in United States and the British 
committee started with development of international European standard, which at the 
end lead to the creating of European standard called UN/EDIFACT. 
 
3.3.2. EDI principles 9 
The main goal of the EDI technology is to make the business communication and 
business data exchange as simplest as possible to minimize the need of human 
interference in order to lower the costs.  
The basic EDI definition can be described and divided in four smaller components 
that are describing the whole purpose of EDI communication. 
 
 
                                                 
7
 BUSINESSDICTIONAYR.COM, Electronic Data Interchange, [on-line], Available on:  
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/electronic-data-interchange-EDI.html [2014-01-25] 
8
 EDITEL.CZ, Co je EDI, [on-line], Available on: http://www.editel.cz/cs/co-je-edi [2014-01-25] 
9
 EDIBASICS.COM, What is EDI, [on-line], http://www.edibasics.co.uk/what-is-edi/ [2014-01-25] 
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Computer-to-Computer 
The principle of “Computer-to-Computer” is based on an effort to reduce the 
human part in the communication process at maximum. EDI is basically replacing 
faxes, mails and emails of any kind. Unlike EDI, in those kinds of communication the 
human element is necessary, which is resulting in slowing down the processes of 
processing the documents as well as increasing possibility for human errors. 
On the other hand, the EDI way of communication provides a possibility how to 
make these processes entirely automatic and flow directly from sender’s computer to 
receiver’s computer. 
 
Business Documents 
EDI is capable of transferring most of the basic business documents that are being 
exchanged between business partners on daily basis. The list of these documents lies 
below. 
 Purchase Order 
 Invoice 
 Advance Shipping Notice 
 Bill of Lading 
 Customs documents 
 Inventory documents 
 Shipping Status documents 
 ... 
Every one of the business documents transferred by the EDI is passed on a 
separate form, which will be more described later on, in chapter 3.3.6 EDI Transactions 
/ Forms. 
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Standard format 
It is necessary to use standardized formats, because all of the business documents 
are processed not by humans, but by computers, which have to be able to understand 
and read the data written in those files. The standardized format ensures that each 
information system is going to recognize the transferred data. The best known formats 
that are currently existing used for data transfers are the listed below. 
 ANSI x12 
 EDIFACT 
 TRADACOMS 
 XML 
 
Business Partners \ Trading Partners  
The term “Business Partners” has to be more than less understood as the two 
sides, who are doing business exchanging many business documents. In a simplest way 
they can be described as Vendor and Buyer. 
 
3.3.3. EDI usage10 
As described previously in chapter 3.3.2 EDI principles , the main purpose of EDI 
communication is to eliminate the need of paper work during the business 
administration and during the inter-company communication. The exact and specific 
usage can be seen on the pictures Pic. 1 and Pic. 2 below. 
 
                                                 
10
 EDIBASICS.COM, What is EDI, [on-line], http://www.edibasics.co.uk/what-is-edi/ [2014-01-25] 
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Pic. 2: EDI dokument circulation 
Source: Internal 
 
 
For using the EDI communication, there are three other basic terms that have to 
be explained. The terms are so called Data Element, Data Segment and EDI Envelopes. 
 
EDI Envelopes
11
 
Each EDI transaction is designated by three types of envelopes. Each of these 
types contain the specific types of data.  
                                                 
11
 EDIBASICS.COM, What are EDI Envelopes, [on-line], http://www.edibasics.co.uk/what-is-edi/what-
comprises-an-edi-document/what-are-edi-envelopes/ [2014-01-25] 
Pic. 1: Normal business dokument circulation 
Source: http://www.edibasics.co.uk/what-is-edi/ 
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 Interchange Envelope – the highest level envelope, contain various number of 
Group sets 
 Group Envelope – contains the various number of transactions 
 Message Envelope – contains the transaction details themselves 
 
Data segment
12
 
In a very simple term, the data segment can be understood as a set or group of 
related data. For example in one segment can be located data stating Address 
information.  
 
Data element
13
 
Data element is the smallest field in EDI transaction file. It holds the value of the 
individual item information. Each element has its own data type definition, maximum 
and minimum length and in some cases also the list of applicable codes and qualifiers.  
In a similar example as before in chapter Data Segment, the element can be the 
City name. Other element can be State name and also a Country name. In total, these 
elements together are giving one Address Segment. 
 
3.3.4. EDI Standard - X12 
The EDI Standard X12 is standard globally used in North America. It was created 
by National American Standards Institute to provide a single standard architecture and 
uniform language commonly used for EDI purposes.
 14
 
                                                 
12
 EDIBASICS.COM, What is Data Segment, [on-line], http://www.edibasics.co.uk/what-is-edi/what-
comprises-an-edi-document/what-is-a-segment/ [2014-01-25] 
13
 EDIBASICS.COM, What is Data Element, [on-line], http://www.edibasics.co.uk/what-is-edi/what-
comprises-an-edi-document/what-is-a-data-element/ [2014-01-25] 
14
 EASYLINK.COM, What is EDI, [on-line], Available on: http://www.easylink.com/easylink-
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3.3.5. EDI Standard – UN/EDIFACT15 
The entire mean of the word EDIFACT means EDI For Administration, 
Commerce and Transport. EDIFACT provides the other version of global EDI standard 
(other from the X12) with set of strict syntax rules. Just as the X12 standard, also the 
EDIFACT standard works on a base of data elements, segments, codes and messages. 
 
3.3.6. EDI Transactions / Forms 
Within the EDI communication there is a lot of different transactions that can be 
exchanged between the Trading Partners. These transactions are representing the 
business operations and related documents. They have only moved them from a paper 
way into a computer to computer, just as was described in chapter 3.3.2 EDI principles . 
Even though the transactions are basically the same, regardless the standards, 
there are differences in the designation of these transactions. There exist a really great 
amount of various document types, where some of them are used on daily basis and 
some of them are less common. The table 
Tab. 1 below is showing the list of most common transactions with the proper 
names of the documents in standards X12 and EDIFACT. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                               
services/edi/edi-fundamentals.php [2014-01-25] 
15
 GXS, EDIFACT Standards Overview Tutorial, [on-line], Available on: http://www.gxs.co.uk/wp-
content/uploads/tutorial_edifact.pdf?f92556 [2014-02-02] 
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Transaction Description 
Designation 
X12 EDIFACT 
Invoice 810 INVOIC 
Payment order Advice 820 REMADV 
Application Advice 824 BANSTA 
Planning Schedule 830 DELFOR 
Inventory Inquiry 846 INVRPT 
Purchase Order 850 ORDERS 
Purchase Order Acknowledgment 855 ORDRSP 
Advance Shipping Notice 856 DESADV 
Shipment information 858 IFTMCS 
Purchase Order Change 860 ORDCHG 
Receiving Advice 861 RECADV 
Shipping Schedule 862 DELJIT 
Purchase Order Change Ack. 865 ORDRSP 
Order Status Inquiry 869 ORSSTA 
Order Status Report 870 ORDREP 
Warehouse Shipping Order 940 INSDES 
Warehouse Shipping Advice 945 DESADV 
Functional Acknowledgment 997 CONTRL 
 
Tab. 1: List of most common transactions 
Source: COVALENTWORKS.COM, EDI Transactions, [on-line], Available on: 
http://www.covalentworks.com/edi-transactions.asp  [2014-01-25] 
 
3.3.7. UCC128 Label16 
The UCC-128 is a special type of shipping label designated for a single carton. 
This kind of label holds all types of information about the carton, meaning about the 
products stored in that carton. 
Every shipping UCC-128 label (sometimes it is called GS1-128 label) is strictly 
defined with the size, it is broken down into a number of special zones and there is also 
precisely ordered where on the carton wall the label should be placed.  
Each of the label zones contain either barcode or text information as it is seen on 
                                                 
16
 BARCODE GRAPHICS INC., GS1-128 BARCODES, [on-line], Available on: http://www.gs1-
128.info/gs1-128-shipping-label/ [2014-05-12] 
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the example in the picture Pic. 3 below. 
 
Pic. 3: UCC-128 Shipping label 
Source: http://www.gs1-128.info/gs1-128-shipping-label/ 
 
 
3.4. Types of EDI transition 
For actual file transmitting, there are few ways of doing that. In every one of them 
the files are being sent over the internet. However, there are details that separate one 
way from another. Each of the ways described below has its own ups and downs. 
 
3.4.1. VAN – Value Added Network17 
VAN represents a private and secure network where the EDI files can be 
                                                 
17
 EDIBASICS.COM, EDI via VAN, [on-line], http://www.edibasics.co.uk/types-of-edi/edi-via-van/, 
[2014-02-15] 
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transmitted between trading partners. In a simple term, the VAN works as some kind of 
a mailbox. The VAN receives the EDI transaction into the defined mailbox, and sends it 
forward to the appropriate Trading Partner, determined by Interchange ID. 
To the best known VAN providers we may count companies such as these: 
 E-Com Systems (http://ecomgx17.ecomtoday.com/ecomweb/) 
 EasyLink (http://www.easylink.com/) 
 SPS Commerce (http://www.spscommerce.com/) 
 CovalentWorks (http://www.covalentworks.com/)  
 GXS (http://www.gxs.com/) 
 
3.4.2. AS218 
The AS2 way is another form of EDI document transition. Other than VAN, there 
is not third party to handle the transactions. The principle of AS2 is just to connect two 
computers as a server and client, then by using the encryption certificates it allows the 
documents to be sent to the Trading Partner over the internet. The AS2 connection only 
requires that the receiver’s server has to be turned on all the time. Otherwise, the files 
could not be received. 
The best know corporation that is using AS2 connection is the US retail store 
Walmart. 
 
3.4.3. Web EDI - WebForm19 
The EDI web form could be considered as the simplest way of EDI processing. It 
uses only the internet web browser. Users are allowed to insert all the order information 
                                                 
18
 EDIBASICS.COM, EDI via AS2, [on-line], http://www.edibasics.co.uk/types-of-edi/edi-via-as2/ , 
[2014-02-15] 
19
 EDIBASICS.COM, Web EDI, [on-line], http://www.edibasics.co.uk/types-of-edi/web-edi/ , [2014-02-
15] 
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into a web page. On this page there are all to necessary fields for a user to fill in. Once it 
is done and saved, the data are translated into EDI standard and send to the Trading 
Partners via AS2, VAN, FTP or any other way. Even from the description of this form 
there can be said that this form is used only for business with small amount of orders. 
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4. Analytical part 
The analytical part of this these is the first part that is taking care of describing the 
internal and also external EDI processes of implementing and supporting the EDI 
solution for Concerned Subject’s customers.  
 
4.1. Company introduction 
Due to a keeping the Concerned Subject anonymous, this chapter is not available 
in the public version. 
 
4.2. Main activities 
Concerned Subject Software company is a developer of its own ERP information 
system. The main goal of the Concerned Subject Software is to provide the complete 
services connected to using of ERP system by customers, in order to help them increase 
their profits from everyday production. 
To make it really simple, the main activities can be divided into three main 
sections - Development and Support. However, as this thesis is mostly focused on EDI, 
the EDI could be detached from Support section as an independent fraction. 
 
System Development 
One department of system development is mostly consisting of the Concerned 
Subject Software’s programming team and product management team. The main 
purpose of these two teams is to analyze, design and create new functionalities. 
 
Support 
From one point of view it can be understood that Support is the department that 
covers most of the services provided by Concerned Subject Software. Because of such 
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extensive services that are provided, the whole Support section can be divided into a 
few separate sections: 
 Customer Support – department that is helping the system users (customers) 
with everyday system errors and issues 
 Support Programming – team that is taking care of creating the customer 
specific system modifications, those modifications that are not being put in 
standard releases and new versions of Concerned Subject Software 
 Customer Service – special section of support which is taking of implementation 
Concerned Subject ERP system at new customer and also helping the current 
customers with upgrade of their system version to a new one 
 EDI support – department that is seeing to help the customers with their EDI 
implementations and also connecting the system with their own customer via 
EDI communication 
 
4.2.1. Organization structure 
Concerned Subject Software’s organization works on a system of a simple line. 
There are six teams that are taking care about all the company processes. A diagram of 
the organization structure can be seen in picture Pic. 4 below. 
 Professional Service team – handles implementing Concerned Subject ERP 
system at new customers 
 Support team – providing a support service for current Concerned Subject 
customers 
 Programming – developing new system features and creating special 
customizations for customers according to their specific needs 
 Product Management – making up new features for Concerned Subject newest 
versions and releases 
 Marketing -  searching through market for new potential customers 
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 Sales – introducing Concerned Subject ERP system to potential customers 
 
 
 
4.3. Customers of Concerned Subject Software 
Currently, the Concerned Subject Software provides services to a great number of 
different companies. These companies which had bought a licence for Concerned 
Subject ERP software are called Customers. However, not all of the customers that are 
currently using Concerned Subject Software are also using the EDI module and service.  
 
4.3.1. Communication with Customers – Ticketing system 
As the Concerned Subject Software is a company developing an ERP system and 
also providing a support, there has to be a means of communication between company 
and customers.  
The means of communication is based on so called Tickets. Ticketing system is 
commonly used for support all over the world in many IT companies. The ticket can be 
understood as a some sort of file that is created in the Concerned Subject internal tool. 
Into this file can both sides (customers and support) insert text messages and attach all 
different kind of files.  
Concerned Subject policy is to have one ticket per every issue and project, 
questions or just a topic of communication. Once the ticket is updated, an e-mail is 
Pic. 4: Organization structure 
Source: internal 
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being sent to the second side. Therefore, one ticket stores the entire communication 
regarding one project. 
 
The usage of Tickets: 
 Communication with customer 
 Exchanging documents with customers 
 Archiving documents and communication records 
 
4.3.2. Types of EDI customers 
From all of the customers that are using Concerned Subject system and also doing 
EDI communication with their partners, they can all be divided into three basic types. 
 
Gateway customers  
These customers are using Concerned Subject ERP software, they are doing 
business over the EDI, however, they are not using the Concerned Subject Mapping 
software for translating data from and into standardized formats. These kinds of 
customers are using only Flat File orientated transactions: 
 Purchase Order (x12 - 850) 
 ASN (x12 - 856) 
 Invoice (x12 - 810) 
 
 
ETM Customer 
ETM is a acronym which stands for an EDI Task Management. It basically means 
the whole group of customers that are using the Concerned Subject mapping software. 
The ETM customers can use all of the possible EDI transactions, including the 
Gateway. 
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Managed are the customers, who signed an agreement with Concerned Subject 
Software company that all their EDI solution will be taken care of by Concerned 
Subject EDI team. That includes all the mapping, all the settings and the entire 
controlling of their transactions. It can be said that the managed customers are those 
with the full service from Concerned Subject software. 
 
Non-Managed customer are those, who are using the Concerned Subject mapping 
software, however, they have they own internal department, which is taking care of their 
entire EDI solution. These customer are able to operate with all types of EDI 
documents, but they have to take care of them by themselves. 
 
It can be said very simply that all of the EDI customers can be divided either to 
Gateway or ETM. Going forward, the ETM customers are then either Managed or Non-
managed customers, depending on which kind of services and support they use. 
 
4.4. Basic EDI process flow 
In order to comprehend the analysis of EDI processes in Concerned Subject 
Software, one must be first conversant with few basic terms that will be used. EDI 
communication that Concerned Subject Software is helping to set up between Vendor 
and Buyer works in a specific way. The diagram Pic. 5 below is showing the EDI 
communication from point of view of Concerned Subject’s customers. The transactions 
showed in the picture are in X12 EDI standard which is described in chapter 3.3.6. 
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Pic. 5: EDI Transaction process flow 
Source: internal 
 
Customer / Vendor is by use in this thesis a company which is using the Concerned 
Subject ERP system, therefore, it is a customer of Concerned Subject Software 
company. This “Customer” is selling products to their own customers, then. 
 
Trading Partner / Buyer is the other side in a business. In means of usage the Trading 
Partner is a company purchasing goods from the their Vendors, which are companies 
that are using the Concerned Subject system. 
 
Inbound and outbound documents are specifically meant from the Vendor’s point of 
view. Therefore, inbound documents are those that the Vendor is receiving and the 
outbound are all documents which Vendor is sending. 
 
External processor is a special utility in Concerned Subject system. This utility has the 
ability that user can assign on it multiple tasks, which have to be run in the future. This 
utility can also be ran on a different server, which saves the hardware performance of 
the main server. 
 
Flat File is a special part of an EDI documents in Concerned Subject software. It can be 
understood as some kind of a middle part between standardized Raw Data and data in 
database. The Flat File was created to provide some customers an option for a different 
way of doing EDI in Concerned Subject ERP system. An example of the Concerned 
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Subject 850 Flat File can be seen on a screenshot Pic. 6: Example of 850 Flat FilePic. 6 
below. To preserve the anonymity of a Trading Partner, the names and address 
information are blacked out. 
 
 
Pic. 6: Example of 850 Flat File 
Source: Internal 
 
Raw Data are special file format containing the standard EDI code, either X12 or 
EDIFACT. Both of these standards work on the same principle, but there are differences 
mostly in the names of segments, elements and in the structure of the file itself. An 
example of X12 850 Raw Data can be seen on picture Pic. 7 below. Once again, the 
address and name information are blacked out to keep the Trading Partners in 
anonymity. 
 
Pic. 7: Example 850 Raw Data 
Source: Internal 
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4.5. Basic implementation process flow 
When we are talking about EDI process in Concerned Subject, we have to count a 
various smaller tasks that are taking place within the whole EDI. Basically we can 
divide them into the following parts. The primary implementation process flow can be 
seen on the diagram Pic. 8 below.  
 
 
Pic. 8: Basic implementation process flow 
Source: Internal 
 
4.5.1. Request receiving 
The primary impulse for initiating the implementation process is receiving a 
request from the customer. Before the request is placed and send by the customer, the 
customer and trading partner have to agree on the legal aspects of starting with the EDI 
exchange. 
 
4.5.2. Checking for information completeness 
When the request is received it should contain all the necessary information. It 
should be the customer’s responsibility to provide these kind of information, however, 
most of the time the responsibility is not obvious to all customers. 
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4.5.3. Communication with VAN providers 
VAN companies are those, who are taking care of the smooth document 
transmissions between trading partners. Usually it works that both Trading Partners are 
having their specific VAN providers. When customer sends a purchase order via EDI, 
the file is received by their VAN. This VAN then sends this document to the supplier’s 
VAN, passes the transactions to the supplier. In order to set up the EDI communication 
between Trading Partner and Vendor, there has to be set up a connection between VAN 
providers. 
 
4.5.4. Mapping 
The entire EDI communication works on two standard formats, x12 mainly in 
USA and EDIFACT in Europe. In order to pull the data out from this standard format, 
these data need to be translated. For that purpose the Concerned Subject is using its own 
mapping software, which is integrated into the EDI module. The maps are created based 
on the EDI specifications that are being formulated and provided by trading partners / 
buyers. Simply said, the buyer is always stating what do they require in the EDI 
transactions. 
When the map is created and delivered to the customer, there is a record of this 
map placed and archived in the internal ticket tool for future reference. By this logic 
every map that has ever been created for any customer can be found in this internal tool. 
 
4.5.5. SYS Partner creation 
Every trading partner (supplier or customer) has it’s own Interchange ID. This ID 
is unique and serves to determine the partner for the EDI communication. Using that ID 
the Trading Partners are also recognized in the Concerned Subject system. When an EDI 
file with an unknown ID is received, the system will automatically create a new Trading 
Partner record with SYS and generated number.  
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4.5.6. Setting up Trading Partner 
In order to create and work with orders in Concerned Subject system there has to 
be a Trading Partner created. The Trading Partner is some kind of a special interface 
which links the EDI transactions with customer records saved in database.  
When the trading partner is created, either from a SYS partner or manually 
created it has to be set up and linked to a customer. The linking is being done by 
something called Store ID. 
Store ID is a few digits code assigned by a customer and it is designating the 
address of the store, where they need the shipment to be sent. 
 
4.5.7. Labels 
When the products are shipped to the customer, in many times the customer 
requires a label that has to be sticked on the side of the package. Each customer has 
special requirements on how the label should look like, so their automatic scanners can 
easily read the info from the label.  
 
4.6. EDI process in system ERP system 
The ERP system Concerned Subject has the capability of processing EDI 
solutions. In easiest terms we can say that Concerned Subject is capable of receiving 
and sending orders via the EDI, as well as sending and receiving many other 
transactions used within the EDI solution. In order to fully understand the EDI projects 
that are taking place in Concerned Subject Software company, we first have to 
understand, how Concerned Subject is processing the EDI transactions. 
 
4.6.1. ETM Structure 
ETM structure in the meaning is a collection of folders and subfolders that 
Concerned Subject system is using to dealing with EDI processes. These folders that are 
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located under root Concerned Subject directory on application server are then saved in 
Concerned Subject database and system itself is pointing each operation to these 
specific folders. 
 Autoimport – folder primarily used for importing inbound documents, it 
contains many necessary subfolders designed for storing the important files 
described within each subfolder 
o Accepted – Import logs for successful imported orders 
o Archiveerror – Not imported Flat Files 
o Archivesuccess – Imported Flat Files 
o Errors – Import logs for not imported orders 
o Imports – translated Flat Files waiting to be imported 
 Host  
o Export > VAN – storing the exported Flat Files waiting to be translated 
by Send process 
 System 
o Export > VAN – storing the exported Pre-enveloped data (not flat files) 
waiting to be translated by send process 
o Store – contain the session folders, these sessions are holding data for 
each EDI transaction (not the import logs) 
 Raw Data 
 Receive logs 
 Flat Files 
 Send logs 
 VAN 
o In – data waiting to be received 
o Out – translated data to be send to VAN provider 
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4.6.2. Basic process flow 
As the EDI transaction documents are files containing simple text, the ERP 
information system has to be able to deal with them and literally transform them into 
piece of information that can be used by the end user. In order to do that, there is a 
simple step-by-step process, which cares about the end result. How the Concerned 
Subject system is processing the EDI transactions can be seen on a picture Pic. 9 down 
below. 
 
 
Pic. 9: Internal process flow 
Source: Internal 
 
4.6.3. Receiving 
Receive process is the first part and first step that needs to be done in order to get 
an 850 order into Concerned Subject system. When the file is physically stored on the 
server, which basically means that it has been successfully accepted from VAN 
company, the Receive Process grabs this file and creates something a like digital print in 
the system. During this process the system reads specific data from the file, which 
provides an informational background and system is then able to recognize what 
transaction it is. 
 
Data read during the receive: 
 Interchange Sender ID – to recognize which trading partner sent that file 
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 Interchange Receiver ID – to check if the transaction was sent to the right 
partner 
 Transaction code – to distinguish what type of transaction it is (850, 852…) 
 EDI standard code – x12 or EDIFACT 
 Version designation – to determine in which version of EDI standard is the 
transaction written 
 
When these data are recognized there is record created in Concerned Subject. 
Once the transaction is correctly paired with a Trading Partner saved in database, the 
inbound file is ran through the map and translated from the standardized Raw Data into 
Concerned Subject Flat File and prepared for import process. 
To be precise, the whole Receiving process can be divided into two separate parts: 
 
First part 
 Raw data file is grabbed from ETM\VAN\In folder 
 Backed up in ETM\VAN\In\History folder 
 Concerned Subject is checking the Trade ID with existing in EDI Trading 
Partner Maintenance 
 Create a line in EDI Task Management 
 Report: Receive Report Summary – stored in the Session folder 
 
Second part 
 Translating through the map 
o Automatic if Autoimport checked ON 
o Manual (Process) if Autoimport checked OFF 
 Creates a FlatFile in ETM\Autoimport\Imports folder 
 Report – Receive Report Summary - stored in the Session folder 
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4.6.4. Importing 
The import process is a second phase of EDI process flow. When the flat file is 
created by translating the raw data file, it is stored in a special folder within the 
Concerned Subject structure. From this specific folder the file is being pull out by a 
Progress batch file and imported to the database, which creates a sales order in 
Concerned Subject system. 
 
Import process – progress batch program  
 Import process is taken care of by the batch program ediimport.bat (in 
Autoimports folder) 
o This program is run after each Receive process 
o Looking into ETM\Autoimport\Imports and importing all the flat files 
that found there 
 Report – Import log 
o If successful – contains the number of created order (stored in the 
ETM\Autoimport\Accepted) 
o If failed – contains list errors (stored in the ETM\Autoimport\Errors) 
 
4.6.5. Processing 
When the order is created, it is visible for the system end user. Every user 
(company) of Concerned Subject system has their own way of processing the orders. 
However, from the EDI perspective we care only about how the order was shipped. 
There are two main ways: 
 Small Parcel Shipment – a regular small shipment, most of the time used when 
shipping to the end-customer 
 TL or LTL shipment – stands for ‘Truck Load’ or ’Less than a Truck Load’; for 
these kinds of shipments has to be a Bill of Lading printed and usually means 
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that the goods are transported on a truck in container 
After the inventory is adjusted and invoice is created for this order, we can say 
that the shipment is ready to be send. 
 
4.6.6. Exporting 
Exporting process works a very similar way as the importing process, however, 
the other way around. When the order is processed in Concerned Subject and shipments 
ready to be shipped, the outbound transaction has to be created. From the system we 
generate a flat file that is stored in a special folder. The flat file contains all the business 
data exported from the system. For example on the 810 invoice it contains the list of 
product, prices, total costs etc. However, besides these business data it also includes the 
system data such as: 
 Name of Trading Partner – so the system knows which partner is the transaction 
meant for 
 Transaction code – to recognize which map should be used 
 
When the export process takes place, there are differences regarding what 
transaction is being exported. Details, about the triggering event for each document and 
folders where the files are stored, are listed below. 
 810 
o After regular paper Invoice is created and printed 
o Flat File exported into ETM\Host\Export\Van 
 856 
o Small Parcel – after Inventory is Adjusted in the system 
o BOL – after BOL is completed 
o Flat File exported into ETM\Host\Export\Van 
 855 
o When order is created 
o According to triggering events 
o Task created in EDI 855 Task Management 
o Exported into ETM\System\Export\Van 
 846 
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o Exported into ETM\System\Export\Van 
4.6.7. Sending 
The sending process is exactly the same as the Receiving, but the other way 
around, of course. When the sending process is launched, all the flat files are divided by 
their trading partners and ran through the outbound maps. During this process the data 
from flat file are translated into standardized Raw Data (x12 or EDIFACT) and assigned 
a proper interchange ID for each Trading Partner. After that the files are stored in a 
special folder, where the VAN software can grab them from, and send them to the 
Trading Partner’s server. 
 
 
4.7. Map of services provided for Managed customer 
Previously in chapter 4.3 there was described what types of EDI customers the 
Concerned Subject EDI team support. Further in this chapter there is a map Pic. 10 and 
explanation of basic processes that are being done and provided for Managed 
customers.  
The map starts with the implementing of a new trading partner. As it is explained 
further more in this thesis, the implementing of a new trading partner is the most 
important job that is being done by the EDI team. This process is one of the four 
product services offered to the Managed customer.  
The second task the implementing of change to the current EDI settings. The need 
for change is being enounced by the Buyer and sent to all their Vendors, so they can 
adjust their EDI setting.  
The third product service is not really essential, some customers don’t even need 
it. Only when they are upgrading to the newer version of the system the upgrade process 
need to be done as well. 
The forth and the last process is being done for every customer daily. The 
checking of smooth EDI transaction proceeding is necessary service provided to the 
managed customers. 
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Pic. 10: Map of provided services 
Source: Internal 
4.8. New partner implementation 
Within the EDI team in Concerned Subject Software, the setting up a new trading 
partner for existing or new customers is the main and the most important activity 
performed by the EDI team. The main purpose of this process is to implement an EDI 
solution and set up an EDI communication between user of Concerned Subject system 
and their trading partner. 
 
4.8.1. Basic process flow 
The basic process flow of setting up the new trading partner can be described in 
four sub-processes. Whole process is being shown on the picture Pic. 11 bellow. 
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Pic. 11: New TP - Basic process flow 
Source: Internal 
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4.8.2. Receiving of new request  
Request for a new trading partner setup is being received through the ticket from 
our customers. When customer needs to set up new EDI communication between them 
and their trading partner, they will log a ticket by Concerned Subject Care system. This 
ticket has to contain a few specific pieces of information: 
 Name of the Trading Partner (e.g. Amazon, Walmart, Target…) 
 List of transactions they need to set up (850, 856, 810 …) 
 Version of EDI standard they will use (004010, 004030, 004050…) 
 Internal Vendor Number (code assigned by the Trading Partner) 
 
The Internal Vendor Number is used during our communication with VAN 
companies when the next phase is initiated.  
 
4.8.3. Preparation phase 
The main goal of the preparation phase is to get the project of trading partner set 
up to state when the testing can be initiated. The whole preparation can be divided into 
basic activities. These activities are more detailed described below. 
 
Getting the specifications 
Specifications for maps are some sort of documents describing the requirements 
of each trading partner. There are many options, many different qualifiers and many 
types of data, which can be transmitted through EDI and no one use all of them. That is 
the reason why the specifications exist. They might be understood as manuals and 
guidelines for creating a correct maps. 
In order to get the map specifications, there is a need to get in touch with the 
Trading Partner. For that purpose the information from customer are required. The 
initial contacting is done by email or by phone call. The most important thing is to 
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render the Internal Vendor Number of the customer, because that way the Trading 
Partner knows that the request is real. 
 
Setting up connection 
Once Trading Partner or the Trading Partner’s VAN provider is contacted, the 
connection has to be established. This process is usually very simple. All that needs to 
be done is to provide an Interchange ID and name of the customer’s VAN provider to 
the trading partner’s VAN. These two companies will then set up the connection 
between themselves.  
 
Mapping 
When the specifications are in our hands we are free to create the maps. Every 
map is somehow unique. The differences depend on the customer’s business processes. 
The trading partners are usually a big retail stores, such as Walmart, Target or Amazon 
who are doing business with a lot of different companies. So those big stores have 
created a specifications which would cover a basic general requirements. However, in 
order to make the map real efficient, we have to adjust it to the business of our 
customer. This include the inbound as well as the outbound transactions. 
 
Creating label 
If the trading partner requires a label by their specifications it has to be made sure 
that every label printed and sticked to the side of each carton corresponds with the 
trading partner’s requirements. Otherwise, there could be a huge chargebacks. 
Trading partners who require a special label also provide their specifications for 
the label. This specification is telling how the label looks, what segments it is divided in 
and what data are required on that label. 
Some of the customers are capable of creating their own labels, but not all of 
them. Therefore in every project the customer has to be asked, if they want to create the 
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label by themselves or get it created by Concerned Subject EDI team. 
 
Unofficial testing 
The unofficial testing could take place before the official testing, but it is not 
necessary. The purpose of this testing is to make sure that the maps are working 
correctly.  
This type of testing is proceeding like this. We will take some random 850 file, 
possibly from another customer who is dealing with that particular trading partner and 
will receive it in Concerned Subject. Process the entire order, check if everything goes 
correctly, if all data are used and right. After that the outbound transactions are exported 
and translated. Then the translated raw data file has to be compared to the specifications 
to see if they match the requirements. If they do, the official testing can start with no 
concerns. 
 
4.8.4. Testing phase 
This phase has to be understood as an official testing process, required by trading 
partner. This process is never for free and sometimes there is a limited time period. If 
the testing is not done by the end of this time range, an extra fee is charged. For that 
reason we might say that this phase is critical and most important. For that reason the 
unofficial testing is recommended. 
There are two main ways how the testing goes on. Either the Trading Partner’s 
VAN use so called Vendor Portal or not. Both of these ways are described below. 
 
Vendor Portal is used 
Vendor portal itself is a secure website where each supplier gets account with 
login details. From the Vendor portal the specifications, manuals and also the testing 
files can be downloaded. Once the files are downloaded, they can be received in 
Concerned Subject system, imported and processed. After that the outbound documents 
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have to be exported, translated through the maps and uploaded to the Vendor portal, 
which checks if the files are correct and if it meets all the requirements.  
 
Non-Vendor portal 
When the Vendor portal is not used, everything has to be checked directly with 
Trading Partner’s VAN provider. He has to be notified that the official testing can be 
initiated. After that he sends the testing files directly to the server. From now on the 
orders have to be processed as usual. 
When the outbound documents are exported, there is no portal where the files 
could be uploaded, therefore, they have to be sent through the VAN. Once the Trading 
Partner receives the files, he will notify us that the files are correct or that anything has 
to be corrected. 
 
4.8.5. Moving to production 
If the testing has been successfully ended, and the Trading Partner confirmed that 
every document has been received well and correct, the maps and all the settings can be 
moved to Production. It basically means that the maps are implemented in customer’s 
Live system and the Trading Partner record is created and set up. In that state, 
everything is ready for receiving of the first production order from Trading Partner. 
 
4.9. Change implementation 
Another project done by EDI team within Concerned Subject Software consists 
the implementation of change in EDI settings that is currently in production.  
The main difference between implementation of the New Trading Partner and the 
changes is that when setting up the change, the user is already in production with the 
trading partner and the business is already in place. However, despite this the whole 
process is very similar. 
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4.9.1. Basic process flow 
When the trading partner decides to change their current requirements for any 
document or for a process flow, they send new specifications to all of their partners in 
advance. The entire process flow can be reviewed on a diagram Pic. 12 below. 
 
Pic. 12: Change implementation process flow 
Source: Internal 
 
4.9.2. Receiving of new Change Request  
The request for a change is being normally received by Concerned Subject’s 
customer from their Trading partner and then passed to EDI team within Concerned 
Subject software to take care about the change. 
There are many necessary information that has to be included within the request. 
They are basically the same as in the previous case, however, there are small 
differences. The list of all the information required lies below. 
 Name of the Trading Partner who requires this change 
 List of changes and transactions they need to implement 
 Internal Vendor Number 
 
4.9.3. Preparation phase 
During the whole preparation phase is the most important part really understand 
the basic principle of the change itself. By that, it is not meant just to understand how to 
update the current production maps, but to fully understand the reason of that change, 
why does the Trading Partner need that and how should the EDI communication look 
after the change takes place in production. 
For that purpose there is a need to get very detailed specification from the Trading 
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Partner. As most of the Trading Partners are big retail stores, who are doing business 
with a great amount of vendors, they are pretty skilled in this. However, there is a few 
pieces of information we need from the Trading Partner: 
 Business background of the change 
 Required goal to achieve 
 Specification describing the changed segments 
 Deadline for moving change to production 
 Contact person at Trading Partner’s side 
 
When all these information are gathered, the only thing left to do is to start with 
the change itself. In Customer’s Test system the current maps are being updated 
according to the specification and to make sure that the outbound documents will meet 
the Trading Partner’s requirements. 
 
4.9.4. Testing phase 
The entire testing phase can be done the same way as during the new trading 
partner implementation. In this case the testing is unfolding from the whole complexity 
of the entire change. If the change is just a minor amendment, there is no need to go 
through the complex testing process. Even the Trading Partners do not usually require 
as sophisticated testing as during the new trading partner setup. 
However, if the nature of the change is so difficult and important that various 
types of issues can appear, then the Trading Partners usually call for a global testing. In 
this case the official testing could be the same as during the initial setup. 
 
4.9.5. Moving to production 
Once the testing is done, either official or even unofficial, the new changed maps 
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can be moved to production. The only difference between this case and moving of a 
new trading partner into production is that in this case the new maps must not be placed 
into production before given date.  
The reason is pretty obvious. In a case of change implementation, both sides of an 
EDI communication are in production and they are doing business with each other on 
daily basis. They both have their systems set up to make the EDI communication work. 
If the change would be implemented before the given date, the Trading Partner would 
not count with that and their system would not have to know how to work with 
incoming data.  
However, once the given date is passed, the Trading Partner changes their current 
system setups and expects to receive the data which follows the new rules.  
 
4.10. Upgrading 
Upgrade is another part of work that is held by an EDI team in Concerned Subject 
software. This particular job has nothing to do with Trading Partners or VAN providers. 
This process is internal from most parts.  
The upgrade process is taking place when the customer of Concerned Subject 
software is getting a newer version of the ERP system. In every version, there is a whole 
amount of enhancements and improvements, the mapping software included. Therefore, 
the old maps have to be upgraded into this newer and more advance version of ERP 
system. 
The older versions of Concerned Subject system did not contain their own 
mapping software and the mapping had to be done in third party software. When 
customer is upgrading their system to the newest version, the maps have to be done 
from scratch and implemented into their new system.  
 
4.10.1. General overview 
As said before, this process does not bring in the third parties, such as Trading 
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Partners or VAN providers. The entire process can be reviewed on a diagram Pic. 13 
below.  
 
Pic. 13: Upgrade – basic process flow 
Source: Internal 
 
4.10.2. New request 
Unlike the previous project, a New Trading Partner setup and Change 
implementation, this request is logged by Concerned Subject. When Customer is 
upgrading to a new version, they are paying to get the whole service and one part of that 
service is to get their EDI settings working in the new environment. Therefore, the 
request for an EDI upgrade is not send by the customer, but by Concerned Subject team.  
As there are no third parties coming into this process, there is no need for such 
detailed information as in the previous projects. The only pieces of information needed 
are the following: 
 Deadline 
 List of Trading Partners that need to be upgraded 
 
Once these information are known, there can be proceeded to the project itself. 
This project can be considered as much easier and faster than the previous two, because 
the lengthy communication between EDI team, Trading Partner and VAN provider is not 
taking place. 
 
4.10.3. Old map review 
This is the first task of the upgrading process. The ‘upgrade’ implies that 
customer, who is in the process of upgrading, is already using Concerned Subject 
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system and also using an EDI maps, he just needs to move them into the new and higher 
version of Concerned Subject ERP system. 
The very first thing there has to be done is to collect all of the current maps. These 
maps can be found on customer’s application servers. There is not possible just to take 
standardized maps and implement them into the customer’s new environment, because 
in the old maps might be added a lot of customized settings and details, which would 
cause that the standard maps would simply not work.  
As was said before, until the version 7.3 the Concerned Subject system did not 
contain own mapping software. Therefore, the maps meant for upgrade have to be 
exported from the third party mapper. Because the map itself is just a piece of program, 
translating the data from or to standardized documents, the exported file contains just 
the map source code.  
 
4.10.4. New map creating 
Once the source code of each map is exported from the old mapping program a 
new map has to be created in customer’s new system version. The process is pretty 
simple. Each segment, one be one has to be mapped in a new mapping software the 
same way as before. It is much easier now, when Concerned Subject system contain its 
own mapping software, because the user interface is enabling the user to create the map 
with a simple links between the EDI segments and Concerned Subject’s table fields. 
When the new map is done, the testing phase can be initiated. 
 
4.10.5. Testing 
As no third parties are entering into this process, no official testing is required 
during this process. The testing is simply unofficial and much easier than within the 
previous two projects. The test is taking place just for the internal need, so that everyone 
can be sure that when the upgraded settings are in production, Trading Partner will not 
experience any issues with received documents. Basically, the Trading Partner company 
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should not even realize that their Vendor changed anything in their current EDI. 
To test if the upgraded EDI setting and mapping work correctly, there can be one 
of the old production 850 documents taken. This file is then imported into the upgraded 
system version, processed till the end, and then the outbound documents are exported. 
After that it is up to each person, who is taking care about the upgrade, to review these 
new outbound files if they are in match with the old ones and also meet the Trading 
Partner’s requirements from the specification. If they do, the testing can be pronounced 
as successful. 
 
4.10.6. Moving to production 
This is the last part as in both of the previous projects. Although a couple of 
differences can be found in this step that separates it from the previous projects. Once 
the upgraded maps are ready, they are implemented into the upgraded Concerned 
Subject version and all of this go into production once the whole system is ready to be 
switched from the old one to a new one. 
 
4.11. Compliances checks – Support Service 
The compliance checking is activity that can be likened to a controlling or 
monitoring of the process that are taking place in production. From time to time it can 
happen that some documents are not correctly imported or exported, due to unforeseen 
reasons. It can also occur that Trading Partner rejects some of the documents. The EDI 
team then needs to figure out what went wrong and take care about the correction. 
 
4.11.1. General overview 
Compliance check is a part of the services that Concerned Subject Software 
company provides to the Managed type of customers. There is a couple of errors that 
can appear during the normal EDI activity. Some of them are caused by missing data in 
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database, some of them are caused by an user mistake and some of them could be also 
caused by a defect in system settings. For that reason it has to be checked all the time. 
There are screenshot from the production systems of some customers, however, to 
preserve the Trading Partner’s business information a secret, the names are blacked out. 
 
4.11.2. Exception reports 
The Exception report is the most important tool existing in the system. This report 
is summarizing all the documents that somehow did not go through the system correctly. 
When there is any error in any of EDI documents, the exception report evaluates the 
transaction and will show it on the Exception with one type of an exception error. These 
errors are more described in the following chapter 4.11.3 Types of errors. The exception 
report creation is scheduled on External processor to be processed three times a day and 
send out over the email to EDI team. 
 
4.11.3. Types of errors 
There are few kinds of errors that can appear during the EDI communication 
between Vendor and the Trading Partner. These errors are being shown only after the 
EDI setting is in production and the communication works on daily basis. The main 
condition is that there is a connection set up between all the subjects and the documents 
are being exchanged. 
These errors are appearing only in the system itself and these errors are internal 
for Concerned Subject system. The premise to fully understand the kinds of errors, one 
must fully understand the EDI process flow in Concerned Subject system that was 
described in chapter 4.6 
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List of possible errors 
Not Imported – This particular error appears on the Exception report only for inbound 
documents. It means the transactions have been received into the system, but they have 
not yet been even tried to be imported. There are few possibilities for this error to occur.  
One possible reason is that the Trading Partner is not correctly set up in the EDI 
Trading Partner Maintenance screen. Either the Autoimport toggle is not checked on for 
850 form or the form is not selected at all. If the Autoimport option is not selected, the 
files meant for import are just sitting in the Imports folder and waiting for a Batch 
Import Program to be run. 
An example of this error visible on the Exception Report can be seen on the 
screenshot Pic. 14 below. 
  
Pic. 14: Not Imported 850 transactions 
Source: Concerned Subject Software – Exception report 
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Failed Import – This error also appears only for inbound documents, but there is a 
difference with the previous one. When during the previous error the system did not yet 
try to import the file, in this case the system already ran the Import procedure, but the 
import was not successful, due to some reason. Each log file containing an error is 
stored in a special directory, where it can be reviewed and the error fixed. There is a Pic. 
15 which shows an example of Failed imported transactions. 
 
 
No FA Generated – As said before, there is a special type of documents which works as 
some sort of delivery confirmation. The transaction code is 997. This error appears on 
the Exception report, when the 850 documents is successfully received, but the 997 
documents is not created. This error usually appears, when the Trading Partner sends in 
an 850 document with a PO number that has already been used once before.  
On the screenshot Pic. 16 below there is an example of transaction report as No 
FA Generated. 
Pic. 15: Failed Import 850 transaction 
Source: Concerned Subject Software – Exception report 
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Compliance error – At the moment we are getting to the errors that are appearing for 
outbound documents. It can be also understood the way that the Compliance error is an 
opposite for Failed Import error. It basically means the same thing for outbound 
documents as the Failed Import for inbound documents. This error appears when some 
piece of important information is not being exported to a required segment in EDI 
standard. 
 
 
Not Translated – Once again this error is very much similar to the Not Imported from 
the opposite side. However, there could be a difference, as well. This particular error 
can appear in two scenarios.  
Pic. 16: No FA Generated report 
Source: Concerned Subject software – Exception report 
Pic. 17: Compliance error 
Source: Concerned Subject Software – Exception report 
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First scenario is when the outbound transaction is exported, but not yet sent and 
translated by the mapping software. In that case the exported file is just sitting in the 
directory and waiting for an external processor to run it through the map. 
The second scenario is that the exported file has been run through the map, but 
something stopped the process in half. Usually it happen when there is a connection 
problem between the main application server and the server where the External 
processor is running. 
 
FA Overdue – This error basically means that for the outbound transactions that were 
sent to a Trading Partner have not yet been received the 997 documents. These 
documents are confirming that the Trading Partner received the outbound transaction 
and if the 997 are not received, it means that either the outbound documents were not 
received by the trading partner or that the 997 were sent, but got stuck at the VAN 
providers. 
Pic. 18: Not Translated outbound transactions 
Source: Concerned Subject Software – Exception report 
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All of the errors listed above have to be taken care of and corrected, because in 
the business world it can be very expensive, if any sell or purchase would be on hold 
due to any of these errors. 
 
4.11.4. Solutions 
In the previous chapter 4.11.3 there is a list of all the possible errors that can 
appear during the regular EDI process flows. In this chapter there will be explained how 
to correct and fix these errors. 
 
Not Imported – To fix the Not Imported error there must be first decided the exact 
cause. First step of correcting this problem would be then search in the Import folder, if 
there are not these files waiting to be imported by the Batch program. If there are, only 
thing to do is to run this program, which will import the files into the system. 
If the files are not in the directory, there is a problem with the Trading Partner 
setup. In the Trading Partner Maintenance screen at Forms tab there must be the 850 
form selected and the Autoimport toggle checked on. When all of this is checked, the 
order can be reprocessed and imported. 
 
Pic. 19: FA Overdue outbound transactions 
Source: Concerned Subject Software – Exception report 
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Failed Import – This kind or error is detail explained every time after the import. In the 
ETM structure there is a special folder where all the import log files are stored. The 
example of the error log file can be seen on the Pic. 20 below. Once the error is fixed, 
the 850 can be reprocessed. 
 
 
No FA Generated – First of all there has to be found out if the FA was really not 
generated. If there is no 997 file for this particular 850, it has to be regenerated. In 
system versions 7.4 and higher, there is special function for regenerating the 997s. In 
lower version the 850 has to be received again. Once the file is re-received, the FA is 
created automatically and can be send to a Trading Partner. 
 
Compliance error – One of the most common errors can be the most simple and also 
the most complex one. On the send report file there is always showed up, why the 
outbound transaction did not go out. An example of the compliance error can be seen on 
the Pic. 21 below.  
 
 
 
Pic. 20: Impor error 
Source: Concerned Subject software – Import log 
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To solve this kind error the map has to be reviewed. The specific mapping will 
then show what is going on and which fields are missing. It is then up to a user to 
update the records in database, add the correct value into a right field and reprocess the 
outbound documents. 
 
 
Not Translated – When this error is showed on the Exception report there are two main 
reasons, as described above. If the file is still waiting for Send process there is basically 
no error at all. The file just needs to be grabbed by the external processor and send out. 
If the file is not there, the situation can be a bit more complicated. In that case the 
transaction has to be reprocessed and send once more. Basically, the ASN, Invoice or 
any other outbound document has to be exported once more and translated through the 
map. Then it will show whether everything is fine or if there is some kind of compliance 
error. 
 
FA Overdue – This last error is the most tricky. When the outbound documents are 
exported and send, it is up to the VAN provider that they arrived correctly to the Trading 
Partner. However, if the FA transactions are not delivered back, there is no check if the 
Pic. 21: Compliance error 
Source: Concerned Subject software – Send log 
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Trading Partner really received the files. Normally, there is a 24-hours window for the 
997 to be delivered back, so until that time there is no problem. However, if the time 
range exceeds that range, the VAN provider has to be notified to confirm whether the 
original transactions went through correctly. 
 
 
4.12. Results of the analysis 
The entire analysis part is more than less documentation for EDI processes done 
by EDI team. The processes are consisting of either implementing or supporting. From 
the entire analysis there can be seen how the basic EDI processes look and how they are 
currently being managed. Nevertheless, it has shown also a few aspects that can be 
considered as so called bottlenecks and need to be corrected. 
 
4.12.1. Responsibilities of each side 
The most obvious problem that resulted from the analysis is an insufficient 
dividing of responsibilities between each side. The sides that are entering these 
processes are listed below. 
 EDI team at Concerned Subject Software 
 Customer (Vendor) 
 Trading Partner (Buyer) 
 
4.12.2. Insufficient process description 
The fact that the analysis is as well a description implies that no documentation 
has ever been written before. For that reason, the fractional processes are not described 
anywhere. This is causing a lot of confusions, when something unordinary happens or 
when a new member joins the EDI team. 
This problem concerns every one of the EDI processes described in chapter 4. 
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Analytical part: 
 New Trading Partner Implementation 
 Change implementation 
 Mapping upgrade 
 Compliance check 
 
4.12.3. Redundant work 
During the creation of analysis implied that number of work done is being 
redundant and causing significant time delays, during each project. The main problem 
lies in a fact that the number of Trading Partners that are being set up on EDI 
communication with Concerned Subject’s customers is limited and reoccurring. It 
means that most of the time, one trading partner is being set up for multiple vendors, for 
example the retail store Amazon is doing business with not just one, but with many of 
the companies that are using the Concerned Subject ERP system. The main redundancy 
appeared in the following processes: 
 Getting specifications for every new project 
 Creating new maps for every customer 
 
4.12.4. Different types of testing 
This is concerning just most profitable part of EDI process, the New Trading 
Partner Implementation. When there is a testing process taking place during the 
implementation, there are differences that are depending on which trading partner is 
being set up. 
None of the trading partners are the same and also their ways of doing the testing 
are different. The big retail stores such as Walmart or Amazon they have their own 
testing portals. Other smaller trading partners like Burlington Coat, Belk or others who 
are using GXS VAN provider are using this VAN’s testing portal for testing. Basically, 
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they are outsourcing the responsibility for the testing process on their VAN provider. 
Other Trading Partners using no testing portals and they are checking the testing files 
manually after they are sent via EDI. 
 
4.12.5. Overwhelming of EDI team 
During the analysis implied that not all the tasks and jobs are so complex that only 
an experienced EDI team needs to be taking care of them. The main processes of 
creating and implementing of new trading partners for customers demand deep 
knowledge of EDI and trading partners, but the process of compliance checking could 
be moved to support team. Knowing that, the entire Compliance checking task could be 
outsourced on another team within the organization structure. 
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5. Suggestions to improvement 
At the previous chapter number 4. Analytical part, there were described all the 
main processes done by EDI team, with all the basic tasks that are taking place during 
every day. Some of the processes are pretty much straight forward and some of them are 
complex with few bottlenecks.  
In this whole chapter 5. Suggestions , there will be showed, how to reduce or 
eliminate all the bottlenecks found in the analytical part. 
 
5.1. Eliminate redundant jobs  
From the analytical part implied that couple tasks are being done redundantly. To 
remove these kind of tasks from everyday activities there are two basic ways. 
 
Standard maps 
Standard maps are currently being used within Concerned Subject team, however, 
not as much as they should be, to make the implementation process faster and easier.  
When a customer requests implementation with a new trading partner, in most of 
the cases has this trading partner been set up before with another customer. Especially, if 
the concerned trading partner is one of the big stores like Walmart or Amazon. In case 
like this, there would be a redundant work to create whole new maps from scratch. A 
way to speed up this process would be create these standard maps and keep them 
updated. 
The standard map can be understood like a map template that contains all the 
requirements specific for a particular trading partner, but do not contain any data 
definite for a customer.  
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Pic. 22: Process flow with including the standard maps use 
Source: Internal 
 
 
Specifications 
Same thing would be with the specifications. From most of the cases the trading 
partners are not changing their EDI requirements. And if they do, the change is 
announced in advance, such as it is described in chapter 4.9 Change implementation. 
Specifications for each trading partner should be stored and updated in any shared 
folder, so that any member of EDI team could get to them and use them to speed up the 
mapping process. 
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5.2. Declare specific responsibilities 
As mentioned before in chapter 4.12.1, the responsibilities of each side entering 
the implementation process are not specifically divided. This is causing a confusions 
and delays in each process.  
Into the implementation processes are entering separate parties that need to 
cooperate in order to set the EDI communication between two partners as quickly as 
possible. The list below is showing each side and suggestion of the responsibilities that 
each one should be taking care of. The specific responsibilities are further shown in 
updated process diagrams under chapters 5.3 and 5.4. 
 
Concerned Subject EDI Team: 
 Responsibilities described in chapter 4.8 New partner implementation 
o Communication with Buyer or Buyer’s VAN provider about testing 
o Creating maps 
o Testing 
o Moving to production 
 
Customer 
 Communicate with Trading Partner and discuss the legislative aspects 
o Business impacts 
o Billing 
o … 
 Provide data listed in chapter 4.8.2. Receiving of new request 
o Vendor Number 
o Contact details to the Buyer 
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o Information about intended transactions 
 
Trading Partner 
 Provided data: 
o Name and contact to their VAN provider 
o Testing period 
o Map Specifications 
o Testing data 
o Testing scenario 
 
5.3. Description of VAN or TPs testing specifics 
This chapter is dealing with the differences during the testing phase of 
implementing process. As described before, the testing phase is necessary part of 
implementation process, ensuring that the production data will be flowing smoothly 
with as less errors and flaws as possible.  
Previously, in chapter 5.2, there was already suggested to designate special 
responsibilities of each side entering the implementation process. More specifically, the 
Trading Partner should state, how they would like to proceed with the testing. So far, a 
few ways how to proceed with the testing exists: 
 Testing portal 
o Trading Partner’s 
o VAN Provider’s 
 Non-portal testing 
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Testing Portal 
There are pretty much two ways how to test using a testing portal. Testing portal 
is a special web site, where all the specification and testing data can be downloaded. 
When this is done and the testing proceeds to the state when the outbound documents 
are exported, these files can be uploaded to this testing portal and automatically checked 
for compliances. If the structure of the outbound file is correct, the testing is done and 
the Vendor is marked as “passed test”. 
Some big trading partners like Walmart or Amazon do have their own testing 
portal, which they are using for such purposes. Other trading partners, who don’t 
possess their own testing portals can be using a testing portal of their VAN provider, 
such as GXS or SPS.  
On the diagram Pic. 23 below there can be seen a process flow of portal testing 
for Inbound testing. 
 
 
Pic. 23: Portal testing – inbound 
Source: internal 
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After the inbound testing is completed, the testing of the outbound documents has 
to take place. The process flow of testing the outbound documents can be seen on 
diagram Pic. 24 below. 
 
 
 
Pic. 24: Portal testing – outbound 
Source: internal 
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Non-portal testing 
Trading partners who are not using any testing portals are obligated to sending the 
testing files directly through EDI communication. In order for this way to be working 
there has to be an indicator “T” included in EDI raw data. This indicator stands for Test 
live production data. As well as the portal testing, also the non-portal testing consists of 
two part, the inbound and outbound. The inbound part of the non-portal testing can be 
seen on the picture Pic. 25 and the outbound part on the picture Pic. 26. 
 
 
 
Pic. 25: Non-portal testing – inbound 
Source: internal 
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Pic. 26: Non-portal testing – outbound 
Source: interna 
 
 
 
Comparing the testing process 
Portal and Non-portal testing are both ways of testing used by the trading partners 
for setting up the EDI communication. At the first look they can seem to be quite the 
same, however, there are big differences.  
There can be said that the Portal testing could be much faster, because there is not 
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as many sides, entering the testing process. After the testing account is created, the EDI 
team has basically everything in their own hands. From creating and downloading the 
testing files, to uploading and checking the outbound files for compliances. The biggest 
advantage of the testing portals is that the results of each testing are known instantly. 
Once the file is uploaded and testing script activated, the portal gives back the results 
with actual reasons for errors. Because of that, the testing process can be much quicker. 
In case of the non-portal testing, there is no account. The testing files have to be 
received from Trading partner. It means that before the files can be received, the EDI 
team has to ask the Trading partner to send them. After the TP sends the files, they have 
to go through VAN provider and be received on Customer’s server. This can cause some 
great delays. Also in the case of outbound testing, there can appear a great delay with 
receiving the test results. As the files are not being uploaded to any portal, the results 
are being received directly from the Trading partner. Therefore, if the files fail multiple 
times, the delay can be significant. On the other hand, there is a great advantage with 
the fact that the EDI person is in constant communication with a living person to 
cooperate on getting the wanted results, which can make the testing processes easier. 
 
 
5.4. More detailed workflow description 
The processes are now documented and saved within the analytical part of this 
thesis. As the process flows are not changing very often, there is not really a need to 
update this documentation every other day. The previous suggestions have been all 
added into the diagrams  
Pic. 27,  
Pic. 28 and Pic. 29 below, showing the process flow in more details.  
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Pic. 27: Updated process flow – part 1 
Source: Internal 
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Pic. 28: Updated process flow – part 2 
Source: Internal 
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Pic. 29:Updated process flow – part 3 
Source: Internal 
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In addition, there could be even more detailed documentation be done, in order to 
make the processes more described. The suggestion for additional and more detailed 
documentation could be as follows: 
 Mapping software documentation 
o User perspective (usage, functions, possible improvements) 
o Programming perspective (code, database, principles) 
 EDI related documents description 
o UCC128 label 
o Other kinds of labels 
o Packing slip 
 Customer selling channels 
o B2B – Shipping to Buyer’s stores or distribution centres 
o B2C – Shipping directly to end consumers 
o Domestic shipments – Shipping in one state 
o Import / Export – Shipments through different states, using 
INCOTERMS 
 Description of big Trading Partners  
o Walmart 
o Target 
o Amazon 
o ... 
 EDIFACT for European customers 
o Description of EDIFACT and differences against X12 
o Trading Partners in Europe that are using EDI and EDIFACT 
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5.5. Compliance check outsourcing 
In the analytical part, there was the whole chapter 4.11 dedicated to checking of 
EDI transactions that are already in production. The compliance check part is dealing 
with situations where some error happened and prevented a transaction to be fulfilled.  
This last process does not contain the any communication with third parties, the 
only information being exchanged are between Concerned Subject team and customers. 
For that reason, this particular job can be moved under the responsibility of regular 
support team. 
In this chapter 5.5 there is described and suggested all the information that could 
help the regular support team to provide a support service with EDI, even when the 
support members don’t have as many experience as the members of EDI team. 
 
Table of EDI Reports in Concerned Subject 
In the Concerned Subject system there is a lot of different reports that can show 
the possible error transactions. The table listed below is showing every one of them with 
a special folder within the ETM structure, where this report is being stored. 
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Tab. 2: Spread sheet of all reports 
Source: Internal 
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Table of errors 
In this chapter there is the context table which shows all of the possible errors that 
can appear, with probable causes and the most common solutions. The errors have 
already been described and showed up in detail in chapter 4.11.3, however, the table 
listed below could be a useful tool to make the compliance checking tasks much more 
faster for any support team member. 
 
Error designation Possible cause Most common sollution
Not Imported
Autoimport not checked on;
Inbound form not selected
Check the TP setup and reprocess 
the inbound transaction
Failed Import
Data are missing in the 
database - error mentioned in 
the Import Log file
Check the import log file and fix 
the error accordingly, then 
reprocess transaction
No FA Generated
Error happened during the 
Receive process
Regenerate the FA (only in new 
versions) or re receive the 
original inbound transaction
Compliance Error
Important data not being 
exported - error described in 
the Send log file
Check the mapper according to 
the error listed in Send log file, 
then reprocess the outbound 
transaction
Not Translated
Send process did not run yet;
Send process was not 
completed - probably 
connectin failure between 
servers
Check the folders for files waiting 
for Send process, run Send 
process if there are any;
Reprocess transaction if there are 
no files waiting
FA Overdue
Original documents were not 
received by TP;
The FA documents not 
received by Vendor
Check the VAN provider, ask 
about the original transactions
 
Tab. 3: Exception Report errors 
Source: Internal 
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6. Evaluation 
The main purpose of the evaluation part is to assess all the suggestions mentioned 
in previous chapter 5. Suggestions to improvement. In this part, there will be also 
showed, how much the goals have been fulfilled.  
Basically, this thesis had already been put to a test during a business trip to one of 
Concerned Subject customers. There was goal to teach them how the EDI 
communication system works in global and also in Concerned Subject ERP system. 
This customer is one of those that are being called Managed, therefore, the Concerned 
Subject EDI team is handling all the tasks described in this thesis.  
Most of these suggestions can’t really be evaluated in economic way, because they 
are considering just the change of process flow. However, there are also some 
recommendations that can be at least partially evaluated even before they are moved to 
production. 
 
6.1. Importance of theoretical part 
Even when it does not have to be clear from the first look, the theoretical part of 
this thesis is equally as important as every other part. The theoretical part is holding the 
information, definition and meanings of great number of EDI related terms that have to 
be known by everyone, who need to be dealing with EDI communication. For that 
reason, the theoretical part offers a way to make the processes of educating the new EDI 
team members much easier than before. 
 
6.2. Analytical part - Documentation 
The analysis described in chapter 4. is the first part that is giving a value and helps 
to achieve the main goal of this thesis. The analytical part is pretty much a basic 
documentation describing the internal processes being perform by EDI team for 
Managed serviced customers as well as it briefly describes the EDI process inside the 
ERP system itself.  
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There have been zero costs for Concerned Subject company, because this analysis 
was done for purposes of this thesis as well. Usage of the documentation has already 
been proven during a business trip on customer side in USA. 
Using the analytical part the customer’s EDI coordinators were taught how to 
handle the EDI transactions within the ERP system itself and also how to review all the 
possible alerts and error by using the Exception reports.  
For that reason, there can be assumed that the analytical part is giving a great deal 
of value to all subjects: 
 EDI team 
 EDI coordinators at Managed customers 
 EDI coordinators at Non - Managed customers 
 
6.3. Documentation missing 
One of the results of this thesis is also a discovery of how many pieces of 
documentation are missing. This thesis is offering a brief description of the EDI 
processes, how they work in general and in  a way that the knowledge can be transferred 
to any other EDI system. However, the analytical part discovered that there is a lot of 
minor processes connected to the ERP system itself that should be described a lot more.  
 
6.4. Declare responsibilities 
Declaring of responsibilities could be assumed as one of the most important part 
and it would require a great amount of additional time to bring it to perfection. In the 
chapter 5.2 has been suggested who should be taking care of each parts of the EDI 
implementation processes. These responsibilities have already been put to a test and 
both customers and the EDI team are trying to proceed with implementing processes 
accordingly.  
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6.5. Using of standard maps 
As described previously, the standard maps are designed in way to fit the 
requirement of a specific trading partner and can be used by every customer. Only 
disadvantage is that the standard map does not contain any information or features that 
are customer specific. Therefore, if customer requires only one type of value to be 
exported in some element, the standard map is not able to do that. 
Nevertheless, the standard maps can be saved and stored for any future usage and 
updating the standard map to fit for a specific customer is much faster than creating a 
map from the scratch. From real live processing there have been discovered these 
values: 
 New map creation – takes 2 hours, but it is customer specific 
 Standard map – import takes about 0.25, but it is NOT customer specific 
 
In order to make the standard map the exact fit for a customer, it has to reviewed, 
updated and tested. The time spent on the review and changing vary from the number of 
customer specific requirements. However, from daily processing there can be assumed 
that it takes from 0.5 to 0.75 hours. It means that the entire process by using a standard 
map can be made faster by 1 hour per 1 map. And considering the fact that when a new 
trading partner is being imported, the usual requirements are for three maps or more, the 
time saved reaches out to 3 hours per trading partner. 
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7. Conclusion 
There has been one main goal of this thesis, and that goal was to optimize the EDI 
processes being done by EDI team within Concerned Subject support service. To 
achieve this main goal there had to be other two fractional goals successfully fulfilled. 
At the beginning there was said, if the two fractional goals are fulfilled, the main goal is 
achieved. 
One of these goals was to create a basic documentation of EDI processes and jobs 
that are being currently performed by EDI team and all the services that are being 
offered to the customer by Concerned Subject Managed Services. The second goal was 
to discover and eliminate or suggest the best way to eliminate the bottle necks that 
implied from the process analysis.  
As the EDI communication system is the global worldwide known system, there 
is no way to change it entirely. Until the big retail stores such as Walmart, Target, 
Amazon and many more stop or change the of using the EDI communication, there is 
no way this system will change itself. These “big guys” are securing the profits for a lot 
of vendors all around the USA and they get to set the rules. 
At the end there can be said that EDI is a very powerful tool that could make the 
exchanging business information a lot faster, cheaper and easier. The EDI 
communication is designed for swapping a great number of sales orders, shipping 
documents, invoices and whole bunch of other business documents that are necessary 
for making profits. It significantly lowers the time and with lowering the time spent, the 
cost are decreasing as well. At the end when the costs are low, the earnings increases, 
and that is the goal of every successful company. 
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